QS Ranking – KIT Well Reputed Among Employers

For the “Employer Reputation” metric, KIT is ranked among the top 40 in international comparison – the overall worldwide university ranking lists KIT at 107th position. KIT scored particularly well for the “Employer Reputation” indicator, reaching rank 36 internationally, and even scoring third in Germany. As for the overall ranking, KIT came in fourth in the nationwide comparison, underlining the excellent results from the previous years.

Kit and its graduates enjoy an excellent reputation with employers: For the “Employer Reputation” metric, KIT was even rated a few ranks higher than last year (from 44 to 36). Other metrics in the overall ranking include the academic reputation, the number of citations, and the level of internationalization.

In March this year, KIT already reached the international top 100 in the current QS subject ranking for nine subjects. For two of these subjects – Physics and Materials Science – KIT is even listed among the 50 best universities worldwide. All in all, KIT is particularly strong in subjects belonging to the Natural Sciences and Engineering Sciences fields: In Natural Sciences, KIT improved by five ranks to reach 29, in Engineering & Technology, KIT even moved 24 ranks up to rank 38 worldwide.

Find more information at: [http://www.topuniversities.com](http://www.topuniversities.com)

Karlsruhe Institute of Technology (KIT) pools its three core tasks of research, higher education, and innovation in a mission. With about 9,300 employees and 25,000 students, KIT is one of the big institutions of research and higher education in natural sciences and engineering in Europe.

KIT – The Research University in the Helmholtz Association

Since 2010, the KIT has been certified as a family-friendly university.
This press release is available on the internet at www.kit.edu